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In talking to you tonight I must make it clear at the outset that the 
views which I am expressing are my own views and I am not acting as 
an official spokesman for the Australian Labor Party, However, what 
I will say is, I believe, entirely within the terms of the Labor Party's 
Federal Policy on immigration. 
Already this year I gave a talk in Melbourne about people's attitudes 
to racial differences in this country, and said that with the relaxing 
of restrictions on immigration, I feel that the basic questions which 
Australians ought to look at in examining their own position on immigration, 
would be forgotten or avoided as had"happened with the improvement of social 
services in Australia. There, the improvement led to the lessening of the 
pangs of conscience about social^ moral obligations to the poor. 
There are in Australia today real areas of under privilege and poverty, and 
the social services had improved sufficiehtly;beyond when we had no system 
of social service assistance of any considerable kind, so that tie remaining 
questions of need would be swept under the corner of the carpet. 
In that earlier talk I said t^at I believed that the attitude of many 
Australians to people who had a different pigmentation of skin from their 
own, was as stupid as it was* unchristian. These words of mine were taken 
from context and much misquoted, but there ensured a debate in the Federal 
House which gave rise to a statement from the Minister for Immigration and 
he said "The purpose of Australia's immigration policy is to maintain the 
homogeneity of the Australian people. I feel sure that the people of Australia 
would not wish this Government to aim at creating a multi-racial society and the 
policy of the Government certainly does not," 
What are the^^sumptions^ver-ridingl^belief that a homogeneous or rather a 
homogenized people is the basis for a satisfactory developing Australian society*? 
I believe that the assumptions are the same as those which have constantly led 
Australians to fear freedom and diversity. 
I believe that for our society to develop successfully it needs the strength 
which comes from diversity a;nd from, the mixture of cultures and peoples which 
can make us effectively cosmopolitan. The Australia of today is very different 
from the Australia of 20 years ago. That is a very trite remark, but I believe 
the purpose of the Immigration programme as shown has its value to Australian 
society, hot m#erely providing additional members of the work force but 
of integrating people with different ideas, different backgrounds, different 
styles of living, eating, singing, dancing and what-have-you. 
From what was our Australian mode^before the programme began, Australia 
was not only able to absorb the European migrants with their very different 
background, 1 but the quality of life of Australian citizi&efe has been 
immeasurably improved by what they brought us* 
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I believe that Australian society could be further improved by the 
addition of people who could bring to us the best we could gain from 
the Indians,, Chinese, Japanese, Malays, West Indians and Pacific 
Islanders. 
Nobody in Australia would seriously suggest that there is no considerable 
value in the cultures of these countries, but the barrier is the fear ^-^J 
fcSS- Australian people of incorporating into our society people with a 
discernibly different skin pigmentation. 
I believe the result of the attitude of a modern industrial and urban 
society such as ours, is its ability, to absorb and to integrate groups 
of people different from the rnajori.ty already existing in society and 
its ability to encourage, and foster their individuality. 
We are still, in too many areas of life in Australia, institutionalizing 
the fears and inhibitions of the ignorant and the frightened, and it is 
more than time that we grew up. 
I want to say a little about the nature of the prejudice with which we 
are dealing and then to point out a few facts about the present immigration 
< 
programme and the possibility of the immigration of non-Europeans, both to 
maintain our rate of g,owth &nd to improve the quality of Australian society. 
Now turning to the facts about present rates of immigration - in 1965/1966 
the total European immigration v/as 1^4,000. In 1966/1967 it had dropped 
back to 138,000 and 1967/1968 to 137*000, It is now clear that there are 
limited possibilities of maintaining a high immigration figure from 
Europe and certainly we could not expect any significant growth in the 
European migration figure0 
In order to maintain our projected rate of growth industrially, and to 
maintain a steady increase in the work force which cannot be provided 
from the rate of natural increase in Australia, even were we to be 
considerably more fecund than we are^ . ^ ^ r y ^ a — o 
There are advantages then in obtaining migrants who could be integrated 
into our community from elsewhere other than Eueopean countries. At ihe 
moment the rate of non European migration to Australia has grown to about 
1400 a year from only about half that figure in 1966? and the 1967/1968 
figures for immigration of mixed European and non^--European desalt was 
36kk, Also effectively we are now absorbing about 5000 Asians and Eurasians, 
per year. 
Give if^thTl imitations of the present policy this figure can still be 
expected to increase. 
At the present rate there is no sign that the social tensions which do 
arise in other countries from coloured migration will occur here. Although 
the Australian people are prejudiced through fear and ignorance, against 
people with different coloured skin, I feel their prejudice can be dispelled 
when they come to know people from the background they had previously 
derided® Dunstan Collection, Special Collections, Flinders University Library.
The fears and distrust are only reinforced and increased when housing, 
employment and sexual competition creates a feeling of distrust against 
people who are .discernibly different. 
As the Association has constantly pointed out such tensions are only 
likely to arise if we were to allow unlimited and indiscriminate 
unskilled migration into Australia without planning effectively* the 
rate at which we could safely absorb migrants nnd in t ^ r . ^ ^ nllow. 
ihft fanainnn T hmrn V»a 
If, by means of bilateral agreements with the non-European countries 
prepared to provide migrants we can arrange a balanced intake of non-
Europeans each year,^and I see no reason why these agreements could not 
be made,j then we can have a migration programme which does not produce 
adverse7results and would be useful to and inestimably enhance Australia. 
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the social services had improved sufficientlyIbeyond when we had no system 
of social service assistance of any considerable kind, so that tie remaining 
questions of need would be swept under the corner of the carpet. 
In that earlier talk I said t{iat I believed that the attitude of many 
Australians to people who had a different pigmentation of skin from their 
own, was as stupid as it was' unchristian. These words of mine were taken 
from context and much misquoted, but there ensured a debate in the Federal 
House which gave rise to a statement from the Minister for Immigration and 
he said "The purpose of Australia's immigration policy is to maintain the 
homogeneity of the Australian people. I feel sure that fee people of Australia 
would not wish this Government to aim at creating a multi-racial society and the 
policy of the Government certainly does note" 
What are the^assumptions(^>ver-riding^a^belief that a homogeneous or rather a 
homogenized people is the basis for a satisfactory developing Australian society? 
I believe that the assumptions are the same as those which have constantly led 
Australians to fear freedom and diversity. 
I believe that for our society to develop successfully it needs the strength 
which comes from diversity and from.the mixture of cultures and peoples which 
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the fears and inhibitions of the ignorant and the frightened, and it is 
more than time that we grew up. 
I want to say a little about the nature of the prejudice with which we 
are dealing and then to point out a few facts about the present immigration 
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limited possibilities of maintaining a high immigration figure from 
Europe and certainly we could not expect any significant growth in the 
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